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What is ableism? According to the dictionary, it is “discrimination or prejudice against individuals with disabilities.”² Yet this definition confounds as much as it explains. What is discrimination or prejudice? What is a disability? Scholars and activists who study and challenge ableism recognize that though disability, how it is defined, and who is captured by the term varies in time and place, the through line is about the meaning made of bodily difference. And that some bodily differences—and some people—are valued as less than others.

Here are two definitions that are drawn from community knowledge and provide valuable insights. Lawyer, educator and organizer TL Lewis’s working definition of ableism is:

A system of assigning value to people’s bodies and minds based on societally constructed ideas of normality, productivity, desirability, intelligence, excellence, and fitness. These constructed ideas are deeply rooted in eugenics, anti-Blackness, misogyny, colonialism, imperialism, and capitalism. This systemic oppression leads to people and society determining people’s value based on their culture, age, language, appearance, religion, birth or living place, “health/wellness” and/or their ability to satisfactorily re/produce, “excel” and “behave.” You do not have to be disabled to experience ableism.

Additionally, Sins Invalid, a disability justice based performance collective, defines disability as follows:

We define disability broadly to include people with physical impairments, people who belong to a sensory minority, people with emotional disabilities, people with cognitive challenges, and those with chronic/severe illness. We understand the experience of disability to occur within any and all walks of life, with deeply felt connections to all communities impacted by the medicalization of their bodies, including trans, gender variant and intersex people, and others whose bodies do not conform to our culture(s)’ notions of ‘normal’ or ‘functional.’

These definitions teach us multiple lessons. One is that the concept of disability depends on social context. These definitions reflect the revisions and replacement of the medical model of disability
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with a socially-grounded model of disability. The medical model foregrounded impairment, or a physically-defined condition. Doctors and other professionals diagnosed impairments, and the aim was to cure or treat them. By contrast, advocates and others developed social models of disability that highlight the social meaning made of impairments. Disabilities can be quite different depending upon context – a person who does not use their legs to move [the impairment] has a very different life depending on whether she can use a wheelchair or other mobility device, if the built environment recognizes wheelchair users, and if she can get and keep jobs, visit friends, have kids, and other aspects of social flourishing. Disability justice advocates and scholars note that what knits together disabled people across different types of impairments is stigma – that society negatively stereotypes their bodily differences.

Advocates such as TL and Sins Invalid also draw our attention to the importance of intersectionality. People can be multiply marginalized by negative values attributed to their bodies due to disability, race, sexuality, or other identity markers. Someone’s identity in one area, such as race, can influence how their behavior is interpreted in another area, such as disability. For example, the behavior of a diabetic Black person in insulin crisis may be interpreted as dangerous because of racial bias. Additionally, injustice in one area can work to produce impairments; for instance, a Black person can be paralyzed due to police violence or poisoned due to lead.

Ableism has a long history in the United States. Disabled people experienced segregated living in institutions, discrimination in the workforce, and rejection in education. The infamous 1927 Supreme Court case, *Buck v. Bell*, granted constitutional approval for the sterilization of people deemed mentally disabled. In the words of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, who wrote the majority opinion, “three generations of imbeciles are enough.” Eugenic-based sterilization led to tens of thousands of forcible sterilization procedures for mentally-disabled men and women, incarcerated people, and people of color. The U.S. sterilization program was an inspirational model for similar practices in Nazi Germany.

Though *Buck v. Bell* has not been overturned, the landscape for disability law and activism is quite different now for disabled people. Laws such as the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, and the Rehabilitation Act, have ushered disability into the pantheon of U.S. civil rights legislation. Still, challenges remain. Disabled people are still disproportionately unemployed and incarcerated. They may face difficulties forming and maintaining families. They experience discrimination in medical care, education, and public life. And ableism still saturates attitudes towards disabled people. People with disability may experience disgust or terror towards their bodies and themselves; they may face pity; they may be infantilized; they may be slotted as inspirational figures who have “overcome” their disabilities. All of these attitudes serve to reduce disabled people to a stereotype of their bodies and diminish their standing as full-fledged integrated members of American society.

---


Disability advocates and scholars strive to identify and address the factors that support and maintain ableism. And, they aim to create a society without ableism. This work includes calling for enforcement and funding of existing disability laws; increased support for resources that allow disabled people to live in the world, such as robust medical care and affordable housing; increasing the benefits for disabled people and allowing them to save money; and higher wages and benefits for care workers. It also addresses the overlapping areas of injustice that affect multiply marginalized disabled people, such as ending mass incarceration; incorporating trauma-informed care into areas such as education; supporting environmental justice; and defending reproductive justice.
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